
 

 

The converging grammaticalisation paths of passive and perfect participles: deriving 

eventive past participles from decausative resultatives 

 

The grammaticalisation of past participial forms in verbal periphrases seems to follow 

analogous paths in Germanic and Romance: both passive as well as perfect periphrases may be 

traced back to stative predecessors. The deverbal adjectives in such (co)predicative 

configurations (with the copula BE or the possessive verb HAVE) share that they are decausative 

([-EA]) and resultative ([+res]). Upon reanalysis, these (re)gain verbal characteristics, featuring 

an external argument arbitrarily bound by existential quantification (Abraham 2000: 152f.; 

Roberts 2019: 431) and aspectual properties that oscillate between (im)perfectivity depending 

on the properties of the underlying predicate (Breul & Wegner 2017: 44ff.). The concomitant 

auxiliation of HAVE and BE/BECOME in verbal periphrases adds salient grammatical features in 

the former but not the latter case: the perfect auxiliary HAVE contributes the means to overtly 

license the suppressed argument (Ackema & Marelj 2012) and perfect properties (Iatridou et 

al. 2001: 220). The present paper retraces the historical development of participial periphrases, 

arguing that the core of these is a single past participle and that this conclusion is not challenged 

by two apparent pitfalls: (i) tracing the Romance passive back to the Latin PPP, which is a 

verbal form all along, and (ii) the delay of the grammaticalisation of perfect in comparison to 

passive periphrases not just in the transition of Latin to Romance but also in Germanic.  

  The grammaticalisation of perfect periphrases in Germanic and Romance may be traced 

back to stative configurations like those in (1) from Old High German and Latin.   

(1) a.  Phigboum    habeta  sum    giflanzotan    in  sinemo  wingarten. 

fig.tree.ACC.SG  have   somebody planted.ACC.SG in his    vineyard 

‘Somebody possessed a fig tree (which was) planted in his vineyard.’ 

b.  Habeo     cibum       coctum. 

have.1.SG   food.ACC.SG.M  cooked.ACC.SG.M 

‘I possess food that is (in the state of having been) cooked.’ 

The deverbal adjectives in these configurations are derived from transitive predicates and 

attribute the result of a decausative change of state to a nominal referent that is modified. This 

is structurally represented in (2): A selects for the resultative state provided by Asp on the basis 

of the simple transition VCoS. While this stative variant lives on in configurations like John has 

his head shaved, reanalysis leads to the abolishment of the adjectival layer and thus frees Asp 

of its restriction to select a simple VCoS. Rather, eventive past participles may select v as well 

as VCoS, but only denote completion with the latter. The participial properties, however, prevent 

v’s EA from being properly licensed. It is the auxiliation of HAVE that supplies an overt 

instantiation of the suppressed argument, as represented in (3a). Additionally, HAVE denotes a 

Perfect Time Span, thus making up for Asp’s lack of [+res]. This configuration is analogically 

extended to both intransitive vPs (unergatives) and VPs (unaccusatives) in HAVE-only 

languages, while the latter is taken care of by BE in languages with auxiliary alternation. This 

perfect auxiliary selects a resultative Asp and thus forces a VCoS, as in (3b), reminiscent of A.  

(2)   AP           (3) a.     AuxP           b.    AuxP               
2               2             2              

     A   AspP         Aux         AspP      Aux  AspP        

       2             HAVE       2       BE    2          
      Asp  VCoS       [+EA]     Asp       vP          Asp       VCoS       

         [+res]                  [+PTS]   [-res]          [+res]            

  stative (decausative result)     HAVE-perfect           BE-perfect           

The reanalysis of decausative adjectives as in (2) together with the auxiliation of HAVE and BE 

leads to periphrastic perfect configurations like those in (4) from Modern German and Italian. 

(4) a.  Jemand    hat einen  Feigenbaum gepflanzt.   b.  Ho     cucinato il  cibo. 

somebody  has a    fig.tree     planted      have.1.SG cooked  the food 

‘Somebody has planted a fig tree.’           ‘I have cooked the food.’ 
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 In Germanic, the grammaticalisation of passive periphrases proceeds along similar lines in 

the sense that the deverbal adjective in (2) serves as the starting point in a stative configuration, 

which finds its modern descendant in the stative passive (The window is broken). These copular 

configurations could be formed with BE and BECOME in Old English and Old High German.  

(5) a.  On ðæm gefeohte wæs Cartainiensa VII M  ofslagen    b.  Grebir uurdun giofanotu. 

    on the     fight    was Carthaginians’ 7000 slain      tombs became opened 

  ‘In the battle seven thousand Carthaginians were slain.’  ‘Tombs were opened.’ 

The reanalysis of these forms once more results in the drop of A, which makes room for a more 

complex vP, thus the lack of [+res], and the auxiliation of a vacuous BE/BECOME, as in (5).    

(5)       AuxP           (6)    AuxP 
      2              2 
   Aux        AspP            Aux     AspP 

BE/BECOME   2          BE   2 
          Asp      vP           Asp       vP 

           [-res]                [+perf] 

passive             perfect passive 

The difference between the BE-perfect in (3b) and the passive in (5) concerns the type of the 

embedded event structure: a simple VCoS allows Asp to denote [+res], while a complex vP 

introduces an implicit EA, but remains [-res]. Hence, the two are in complementary distribution.  

 In Latin, the source for the periphrastic passive is the PPP, as in (7), which surfaces in 

combinations of perfect and passive meaning. Such configurations develop into imperfective 

passives in Latin to be adopted in Romance, as in the Italian and French examples in (8). 

(7)   Amatus sum.                

  ‘I have been loved.’ (or ‘I am loved/beloved.’) 

(8) a.  Sono amato.         b.  Je suis aimé. 

  be.1sg loved           I  am  loved 

  ‘I am (being) loved.’       ‘I am (being) loved.’ 

 The example in (7) comes in a verbal variant, but gives rise to structural ambiguity with an 

adjectival counterpart (cf. Winters 1984: 450f.). While the initial PPP is substantially distinct 

in terms of being a proper verbal form comprising both passive as well as fully-fledged perfect 

properties, its adjectival counterpart may arguably be reduced to the familiar adjectival structure 

in (2). Rather than depriving the verbal PPP, as structurally represented in (6), of its perfective 

properties, its adjectival counterpart in (2) undergoes reanalysis, evoking a structure like (5). 

This new formation is different in failing to denote perfectivity, which is why a perfective 

auxiliary from now on has to be used to denote a past event (amatus fui ‘I have been loved.’) 

(cf. Danckaert 2016). Evidence from word order suggests that this new formation is on the rise 

until Late Latin, ousting the old verbal variant (Danckaert 2017: 220f.), and it is this new 

imperfective passive that is taken over in the Romance languages.  

 Eventually, regardless of the observable differences, the grammaticalisation paths are 

analogous in that the reanalysis that leads to an eventive past participle starts with a deverbal 

adjective denoting a decausative result. This novel form exhibits passive characteristics and 

retains the aspectual properties of its adjectival counterpart, which is why it only manages to 

induce perfectivity with simple changes of state. The fact that this analysis may be transposed 

to Latin (regardless of proper perfectivity and passive characteristics on the verbal PPP) shows 

that the two-fold properties are intrinsically tied to the adjectival heritage of the participle. An 

analysis along these lines straightforwardly accounts for why passive periphrases are 

grammaticalised earlier than their perfect counterparts (most strongly observable in the 

transition of Latin to Romance): passives demand just the introduction of a vacuous auxiliary, 

whereas perfects crucially bear on the contribution of HAVE in order to denote an active perfect. 


